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Contents

To describe clothes and what purse, sneakers, tights, blouse, jewelry
they are made of
sweat suit, sweater, suit, tie raincoat,
swimsuit,
fleece / wool
(everyday clothes for men and women)
Buttons, collar, pattern, price label, sleeves,
MATERIALS
it’s made of
Leather, wool, cotton, silk, plastic
To compare and contrast

Common adjectives:long, short,new,
old,hot,cold, expensive,interesting,
dangerosus,funny …
… er than …,
more … than
as … as

To use conditional sentences to
describe possibilities

To use first conditional to describe possibility
accurately
If (simple present) + will
If I get the job, I’ll visit New York next month.
To use zero conditional to describe
possibilities now
(if… simple present + simple present)
If you leave ice in the sun, it melts.

To use vocabulary to describe Ice-hockey, cycling, diving, surfing, surfboard,
boxing, gymnastics, water-skiing, rugby, golf,
sports and equipment
cricket, ice-hockey, boxing, tennis, soccer,
surfboard, track and field, golf

Sports, goal, coach, train, net, hit, kick, racket,
court, cyclist, track, helmet, stretch

To use passive voice accurately

simple present passive
Is /are + past participle
Strawberries are grown in Cartago
This book is sold in San Jose
simple past passive
was/were + past participle
It was finished yesterday.
The letters were sent this morning

To understand and use present Present perfect
perfect
tense
to
describe Have / has + past participle of verbs
unfinished actions
List of regular and irregular verbs (past
participle)
To use “for” and “since” to Present perfect for unfinished actions and
describe durations of actions or states, for, since
states
Questions with How long…?
How long have you lived in Moravia?
I’ve lived in Moravia for 8 years
I’ve lived in Moravia since 2012
To use present progressive

Present progressive for actions in progress
now
They are watching TV in the living room.
Present progressive for future plans
He’s visiting New York next month.

To use vocabulary to describe Oil, garlic, lamb, herbs, steak, fruit, vegetables,
meat
foods
Cookies, cake, orange, cabbage, watermelon,
pancakes, onions, eggs, broccoli, mushrooms,
chill, salmon
Common vocabulary about food and meat
Breakfast, lunch, dinner, snacks
To use “used to” and “didn’t use used to + verb
to” to talk about things that I used to play soccer when I was 10.
happened and facts that were
true in the past
didn’t use to + verb
My mom didn’t use to text messages when she
was a girl.

To read and understand short Reading comprehension
Solve exercises about information read
texts

